
POTENCY AND PURITY YOU CAN TRUST

LIQUID DIAMONDS
1.0 G  |  90-96% THC  |  3-5% TERPS



QUESTIONS?  Hit us up at debunk@motiflabs.ca

WHAT SETS ICE ABOVE THE REST
The next step in vape evolution, liquid diamonds are all about ultimate purity. Combining 99% THCa isolate 
with a dialled in terp ratio, Ice delivers unmatched flavour and maximum potency without compromise. 

GET THE FACTS. CLEAR AS ICE .

HOW LIQUID DIAMONDS ARE MADE
STEP 1
Dried cannabis is extracted with hydrocarbon (butane and propane) to create a THCa extract

STEP 2
Crude extract is taken through a proprietary process to crystallize the THCa so it can be separated from all other 
cannabinoids and contaminants, resulting in an ultra-pure, ultra-potent THCa extract between 99-100% THC

STEP 3
THCa is heated to decarboxylate THCa into THC, allowing the extract to liquify and limit any potential 
crystallization or degradation of THC to CBN or other compounds

STEP 4
Custom botanical terpene blends are added and the formulation is filled in our upgraded Greentank hardware



POTENCY 
WITH PROOF 

With potency being a main deciding 
factor for purchasing, ultra-high 
THC (>90%) vapes are on the rise. 
Look past the label, get the receipts. 
DEBUNK Ice is never static labelled 
and all CoAs are available at

debunk.life/coa
or by scanning the QR code below.
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QUESTIONS?  Hit us up at debunk@motiflabs.ca

HARDWARE OPTIMIZATION
QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
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GOAL
Deliver peak performance through optimizing oil flow, vapour production, and flavour

WHAT WE DID
Optimized atomizer inlet hole size, resistance, and power to deliver the most consistent 
flow of oil into the atomizer, creating consistent vapour production and flavour
Evaluated impact of terpene content which influences the overall flavour 
experience and the flow rate of the oil

RESULT
Selected 2.0 mm inlet holes and 4.5% terpene content to ensure optimal oil flow, 
improved flavour and vapour production, and an overall better user experience, 
while preventing leaking, clogging, and starvation of the atomizer

GET OPTIMAL HITS AT A  3.0 – 3.4v BATTERY POWER SETTING 
Push button vape battery with pre-heat function and variable heat setting recommended
Check out the DEBUNK Fuse 510 Battery



LIQUID DIAMONDS
1.0 G  |  90–96% THC  |  3–5% TERPS

THCa DIAMONDS EXTRACTED FOR MAXIMUM POTENCY AND PURITY
BOLD FLAVOURS FROM CUSTOM TERPENE BLENDS
TESTED AND VALIDATED GREENTANK HARDWARE
SUBTLE FROSTY EXHALE 

Level up your vape with maximum potency and optimal performance. Our proprietary hydrocarbon extraction process takes THCa 
diamonds and converts them into an ultra-pure, ultra-potent THC liquid isolate. Our liquid diamond isolate is flavoured with custom 
botanical terp blends and paired with premium Greentank hardware, delivering a pure, potent, and consistent sesh from the first puff.

KIWI
KUSH SATIVA
KIWI  |  EARTHY  |  CITRUS

CASE  12 
GTIN  00848876005893

MOON
DROPS INDICA
LYCHEE  |  PEAR  |  CITRUS

CASE  12
GTIN  00848876005909

GLASS
APPLE HYBRID
APPLE  |  FLORAL  |  FRESH

CASE  12
GTIN  00848876006241

MAUI MANGO
HAZE HYBRID
MANGO  |  CITRUS  |  BERRIES

CASE  12
GTIN  00848876007255
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